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In the last decade or so, we have witnessed deep learning reinvigorating the machine learning field. It has
solved many problems in the domains of computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing,
and various other tasks with state-of-the-art performance. The data is generally represented in the Euclidean
space in these domains. Various other domains conform to non-Euclidean space, for which graph is an ideal
representation. Graphs are suitable for representing the dependencies and interrelationships between various
entities. Traditionally, handcrafted features for graphs are incapable of providing the necessary inference
for various tasks from this complex data representation. Recently, there is an emergence of employing
various advances in deep learning to graph data-based tasks. This article provides a comprehensive survey
of graph neural networks (GNNs) in each learning setting: supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, and
self-supervised learning. Taxonomy of each graph based learning setting is provided with logical divisions
of methods falling in the given learning setting. The approaches for each learning task are analyzed from
both theoretical as well as empirical standpoints. Further, we provide general architecture guidelines for
building GNNs. Various applications and benchmark datasets are also provided, along with open challenges
still plaguing the general applicability of GNNs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A graph is a data structure defining a set of nodes and their relationships. We observe them
everywhere, starting from social networks [141] to physical interactions [209]. Graphs can also
be used to represent inconceivable structures like atoms, molecules, ecosystems, living creatures,
planetary systems [42], and so on. So, graph structures are found in our surroundings and perception
of the world. It comprises entities and inter-relationships to establish concepts like reasoning,
communication, relations, marketing, etc.
As the technologies nowadays have become advanced, the Internet (a giant graph) usage is

rapidly growing. Other massive graphs are also found nowadays in the social networks, knowledge
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databases of search engines, street maps, even molecules, high-energy physics, biology, and chemi-
cal compounds. A graph-structured representation in these environments is common; therefore,
effective and novel techniques are required to solve graph-based tasks. Many traditional machine
learning techniques have been proposed on top of the extracted features using various predefined
processes from the original data form. The extracted features could be pixel statistics in image
data or word occurrence statistics in natural language data. In the last decade, Deep learning (DL)
techniques have gained massive popularity, tackling the learning problems efficiently, learning
representation from raw data, and predicting using the learned representation simultaneously.
Usually, this is accomplished by exploring many different non-linear transformations (performed
by layers) and end-to-end training of such models using gradient descent-based learning methods.
Even though DL has recently advanced in several fields such as computer vision, natural language
processing, biomedical imaging, bioinformatics, and so on, it still lacks relational and causal rea-
soning, intellectual abstraction, and various other human abilities. Structuring the computations
and representations in a deep neural network (DNN) in the form of a graph is one of the ways to
address these problems, which is characterized as Graph Neural Network (GNN).

Table 1. Existing surveys on graph neural network and their comparison with our work.

Papers Difference and novelty of ours article
Wu et al.
[183]

Wu et al. presented a new taxonomy by dividing existing GNNs into four categories: recurrent, convolu-
tional, spatial-temporal, and graph autoencoders GNNs. Nevertheless, the paper has not explained each
learning setting separately. On the contrary, our article presents the new taxonomies for each type of
GNNs’ learning settings. We further provide many more available datasets related to various fields.

R. Sato [148] R. Sato focuses more on the power of GNNs, and also presented a comprehensive overview of the powerful
variants of GNNs, but has not focused on taxonomy. Therefore, we present not only the taxonomy but also
diverse features of GNN.

Zhou et al.
[205]

Zhou et al. provided a broad design pipeline of the GNNs and discussed each of the module’s variants of
GNNs. The article analyzed the GNNs both theoretically and empirically. The paper presented applications
of GNNs by dividing them into structural scenarios and non-structural scenarios. The paper also introduced
four open problems of GNNs and gave future directions too. But again, the paper has not provided a
separate taxonomy for each of the learning settings. Our article provides the new taxonomies for each
type of GNNs’ learning settings. We introduced various applications of GNNs with the existing works, and
we also discussed several datasets for GNNs in many different domains.

Abdal et al.
[1]

Abdal et al. presented a comprehensive review of GNNs from the computing perspective. The paper also
provided a detailed examination of current software and hardware acceleration schemes, from which a
graph-aware, hardware-software, and communication-centric vision for GNN accelerators is derived. On
the contrary, our paper focuses on different learning settings of GNNs by providing proper taxonomy for
each of the setting types.

GNNs are successful on graph-structured datasets in various domains with many learning
settings: supervised, semi-supervised, self-supervised, and unsupervised.Most graph-basedmethods
fall under unsupervised learning and are often based on Auto-encoders, contrastive learning, or
random walk concepts. A few recent works on the graph Auto-encoders are: feature extraction in
hyperspectral classification by Cao et al. [22]; for preventing over smoothing of message passing
by Yang et al. [188]; using message passing Auto-encoders for hyperbolic representation learning
by Park et al. [134]; for addressing a limitation of current methods for link prediction by Wu et al.
[182]. Recently contrastive learning-based methods are also successful, as shown in many works
done by researchers. Okuda et al. [122] is a recent unsupervised graph representation learning
for discovering common objects and localization method for a set of particular objects in images.
Random walks have been coupled with current representation learning methods for language
modeling to provide exceptional representations of vertices. The learned representation can be
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utilized for downstream learning tasks like node classification and edge prediction as shown in Du
et al. [41], and Perozzi et al. [138]. Subgraph embeddings are also captured using expanded random
walks in Adhikari et al. [2], and vertex representations in heterogeneous graphs as in Dong et al.
[40].
This paper classifies the graph semi-supervised learning methods based on their embedding

characteristics, such as shallow graph embedding and deep graph embedding. We divided the
shallow Graph embedding as factorization, random walk, and the deep graph embedding as Auto-
encoder embedding and GNN. A further explanation of each method is provided, along with the
categories of the GNN. The graph-based self-supervised learning methods are classified based on
pretext tasks and training strategies. Most of the existing survey papers in GNNs focus either on the
single learning setting or on general GNNs, as shown in Table 1. These surveys have not explained
each learning setting separately. One of the most recent works is done by Zhou et al. [205] that
focuses on various machine learning algorithms on graphs.

In this paper, we explored each graph-based learning setting and divided it into several categories.
The key contributions of the article are outlined below-

• Basic terminologies and variants of graphs are defined along with various graph-based tasks.
• A comprehensive review of GNNs is presented. Our work focus on all the learning settings,
contrary to various surveys that concentrate on a single learning setting.
• Further, each graph-based learning setting is explored and divided into required categories.
• A general guideline for designing GNN architectures is presented.
• We provide many GNN resources, including SOTA models, popular graph-based datasets,
and various applications.
• We analyze theoretical and empirical aspects of GNNs, assess the challenges of current
techniques, and propose possible future research routes in terms of model depth, scalability,
higher-order, and complex structures, and robustness of the techniques.

Organization of the paper: Section 2 introduces the basic terminologies and concepts of GNN
followed by variants of graph and tasks based on graph-structured data in Section 2.1 and Section
2.2 respectively. Section 3 explains the GNN based methods for each learning setting and further
breakdown of methods and learning settings into logical divisions. Section 3.1 briefly explains
the existing graph supervised learning methods. Graph-based unsupervised learning methods are
explained in Section 3.2 along with subdivision of the existing techniques in terms of learning
methods. Then we present the graph semi-supervised learning methods in Section 3.3 along
with subdivision of the methods by the embedding methods. Section 3.4 explains the graph self-
supervised learning methods, dividing each method in terms of pretext tasks and the training
strategies. The general step-wise architecture of the GNN is given in Section 4. Section 6 analyzes the
GNN methods in both theoretical and empirical aspects. We present in Section 5 several commonly
available datasets used in research for GNNs followed by Section 7, presenting a few popular
applications of GNN. Section 8 summarises the unresolved issue still plaguing the GNN based
solutions for graph-based tasks. Finally, in Section 9, we conclude this work.

2 GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
Graph Neural Network (GNN) is a type of DNN that is suitable for analyzing graph-structured data.
The mathematical notations used by us throughout this article are given in Table ??. A graph is a
set of 𝑉 vertices (nodes) and a set of 𝐸 edges (links). Using the notation for vertices and edges, a
graph is represented as 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸), where a vertex 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 and a directed edge between 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 is
represented by an arrow as 𝑖 → 𝑗 , it forms an ordered pair of nodes (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝑉 ×𝑉 . Undirected
edges are assumed to have equal weightage from both directions. An instance of a graph 𝐺 where
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nodes are associated with feature vectors 𝑥𝑖 with or without edges associated with feature vectors
𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗 ) is fed to a GNN as the inputs. ℎ𝑖 and ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗 ) denote the hidden representations in the neural
network for nodes and edges, respectively. As an initial node representation, we can use ℎ𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 .
The message passing updates are dictated by the structure of the graph𝐺 , which are carried out to
get updated node and edge representations ℎ′𝑖 and ℎ

′
(𝑖, 𝑗 ).

ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗 ) = 𝑓𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 (ℎ𝑖 , ℎ 𝑗 , 𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗 )) (1)

ℎ′𝑖 = 𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 (ℎ𝑖 ,
∑︁
𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖

ℎ(𝑗,𝑖), 𝑥𝑖 ) (2)

Where 𝑁𝑖 is the set of neighboring nodes with an incoming edge to 𝑖𝑡ℎ node, and 𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 and 𝑓𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒
are two or three-layer Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLPs) that accept a concatenation of the function
parameters as input, although other various options are also possible. By changing ℎ𝑖 ← ℎ′𝑖 after
each node update defined by Equation 2, multiple message passing updates can also be chained.
message passing updates do not require the shared 𝑓𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 and 𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 parameters.

Kipf and Welling [78] generalize and unite prior models, known as the GCN (Graph convolution
network) or the interaction network presented by Battaglia et al. [11], this version of GNN was
presented by Gilmer et al. [52] with the name message passing neural network. Gori et al. [54]
typically gave the first GNN model. The model incorporates many basic principles like a recurrent
neural network trained in back-propagation over time and identified a contraction map to get an
on-demand general description of GNNs. Moreover, an explicit edge representation ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗 ) is not
learned by this type of GNNs, and the node update function 𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 was based on adjacent states ℎ 𝑗,𝑖
and 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 (along with initial node feature vectors 𝑥𝑖 ). Scarselli et al. [149] expanded the work of
updating intial edges 𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗 ) by conditioning the messages.

2.1 Variants of Graph
Various variants of the graph are found in nature and science. Undirected graphs are the most
commonly found type. Based on the structure and scale of the graph type present in the data,
problem settings are defined. Below we present the variants of graphs.

2.1.1 Directed Graph. An undirected edge indicates that the two nodes have a link with no
directional information, but a directed edge can provide more information about the relationship
between the nodes. For example, suppose we have a class hierarchy. In that case, we can describe
that class hierarchy-data using a directed graph, with the head representing the child and the tail
representing the parent, or vice versa.

2.1.2 Heterogeneous Graph. Heterogeneous graphs are the types of graphs that consist of different
node types. The computations in this type of graph are achieved by altering the data using one-hot
encoding to make each node representation identical. The ability of various nodes, the method
Graph Inception was created, which took use of this feature by grouping and clustering different
neighbors to be utilized as a whole. These clusters, also known as sub-graphs, are being used to do
parallel calculations. The Heterogeneous Graph Attention Networks [102] have been developed
with the same heterogeneous characteristic in mind.

2.1.3 Dynamic Graph. The dynamic graph structure is a type of graph with changes over time,
and their inputs might be dynamic. The node and edge are updated in this type of graph. Nodes are
added or deleted, and the corresponding edges between the nodes are either created or updated.
This allows the adaptive structures or algorithms that require internal structures to be dynamic to
be applied to graphs.
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2.1.4 Attributed Graph. Edges in Graphs with edge information include additional information
such as weights or type of edges. This knowledge can aid in the development of architectures such
as G2S encoders and Relational-GCN (R-GCN). Particularly in R-GCN, which is a GCN extension,
here, R stands for relational. As a result, having a graph with edges that can store extra information,
such as the relationship between nodes, becomes more manageable when working with relational
data.

2.2 Classification of Tasks based on hierarchies of Graph-Based data
Graph-based data has knowledge embed at various hierarchies of the structure shown in Figure
1. At the node level, various node-based tasks are defined. Similarly, edge-level tasks are defined.
Further, graph-level tasks encompassing whole graphs or sub-graph are also defined based on
various applications.

2.2.1 Node Level Task. Tasks like node classification, node clustering, node regression, etc., focus on
node-level taxonomy. Node classification attempts to classify nodes into different groups, whereas
regression task for nodes predicts a real value for each node. The node clustering intends to
divide nodes into many distinct classes, with related nodes are grouped together. One famous
example of node-level tasks is the protein folding problem, where amino acids in a protein sequence
are treated as the nodes and proximity between amino acids as the edges. By using information
propagation/graph convolution, recurrent GNNs and convolutional GNNs can extract high-level
node representations. GNNs can execute node-level tasks in an end-to-end manner using a multi-
perceptron or softmax layer as the output layer.

2.2.2 Edge Level Task. The link prediction and edge classification tasks are edge-level tasks. In
short, link prediction and edge classification are the tasks that require the model to predict whether
or not there is an edge between two nodes or categorize edge types. One of the primary examples of
edge-level tasks is the recommendation system (recommend the items users might like). Here, items
and users act as the nodes and user-item interactions as the edges. Another important example is
biomedical graph link prediction. Here, drugs and proteins represent the nodes, and interactions
between them represent the edges. The task is such as how likely Simvastatin and Ciprofloxacin
will break down muscle tissue. Using the hidden representations of two nodes from GNNs as inputs,
a similarity function or a DNN is used to determine the connection strength of an edge.

Fig. 1. Types of tasks in Graph. Node level based tasks works on vertices, Edge level based tasks works on
relationship among the vertices, Subgraph level tasks forms different set of smaller graphs within a given
graphs and Graph level tasks works on independent graphs.

2.2.3 Graph Level Task. Graph classification, regression, and matching tasks require graph-level
representation to be modeled. The graph classification task is linked to graph-level results. The
popular graph level tasks are a) Drugs discovery (such as antibiotics are treated as the small
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molecular graphs). Here, atoms represent nodes and chemical bonds between them as the edges. b)
Physics simulation: Particles as the nodes and interaction between particles as the edges, etc. The
graph level tasks can be of subgraph level. One of the most famous examples of subgraph level
tasks is the traffic prediction by considering road network as a graph; road segments represent the
nodes and connectivity between road segments as the link/edges. GNNs are frequently coupled
with pooling and readout operations to get a compact representation on the graph level.

3 METHODS OF GRAPH BASED DEEP LEARNING
We observe from the literature and divide graph-based learning tasks into three distinct training
settings from the perspective of supervision: graph supervised learning, graph Unsupervised
learning, and graph semi-supervised learning.

3.1 Graph-Based Supervised Learning
The present prevailing graph construction techniques are unsupervised during the building phase,
i.e., unsupervised learning does not employ any specific label information. However, the labeled
samples are utilized to improve the graph created for downstream learning tasks as a type of prior
knowledge. Dhillon et al. [39] investigate the use of labeled points to determine the similarities
between node pairs. Rohban et al. [143] provide another supervised technique of graph building,
demonstrating that the best solution for a neighborhood graph is considered as a subgraph of a
KNN graph as long as the manifold sampling rate is big enough. Based on earlier research presented
by Ozaki et al. [127], a novel technique, Graph-based on the informativeness of labeled instances
(GBILI), is proposed by Berton et al. [14], which also uses the label information. GBILI achieves a
reasonable classification accuracy level, but it also has quadratic time complexity. Furthermore,
Lilian et al. [15] have improved the method for creating more resilient graphs by addressing an
optimization issue with the Robust graph that considers labeled instances (RGCLI) algorithm, which
is based on GBILI [14]. Recently, a low-rank semi-supervised representation by Zhuang et al. [208]
has been suggested as a novel semi-supervised learning technique that includes labeled data into the
Low-rank representation (LRR). The produced similarity graph can significantly aid the subsequent
label inference process by including extra supervised information.

3.2 Graph-Based Unsupervised Learning
In supervised and semi-supervised learning settings, the ground truth labels are present along
with the corresponding data samples. There are no labeled samples in the unsupervised setting;
thus, loss functions must rely on information extracted from the graph itself, such as node, edge
attributes, and graph topology. In this part, we mostly describe unsupervised training variations.
Most graph unsupervised learning methods are often based on the concepts of contrastive learning,
Auto-encoders, or random walk, as shown in Table 2.

3.2.1 Graph-Based Auto-encoders. For the graph-structured data, Kipf and Welling [79] used the
extended Auto-encoder and called it Graph Auto-encoder (GAE). GAE [79] gets the initial repre-
sentation of nodes using GCNs. The training is done using the loss computed using the similarity
between the reconstructed adjacency matrix and the original one. The learning process follows
the variational style of training, called Variational graph Auto-encoder (VGAE). Wang et al. [172],
and Park et al. [135] attempt to reconstruct the feature matrix rather than the adjacency matrix.
To provide resilient node representation, Marginalized Graph Auto-encoder (MGAE) [172] use a
marginalization denoising Auto-encoder. Park et al. [135] proposed a technique called Graph con-
volutional Auto-encoder using Laplacian smoothing and sharpening (GALA), which is a Laplacian
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sharpener that performs the inverse operation of smoothing and decode hidden states to create a
symmetric graph Auto-encoder.

3.2.2 Contrastive Learning. In addition to GAE, contrastive learning is used for graph representa-
tion learning in the unsupervised learning setting. Velickovic et al. [169] proposed Deep Graph
Infomax (DGI), which is extended from deep InfoMax presented by Hjelm et al. [63]. DGI maximizes
the mutual information across graph and node representations. Infograph presented by Sun et al.
[156], maximizes the mutual information between graph level representations and subgraph level
representations of various sizes, such as nodes, edges, and triangles, to learn graph representations.
Hassani and Khasahmadi’s multi-view [59] compares first-order adjacency matrices representation
with graph diffusion, achieving SOTA results on numerous graph learning challenges. Okuda et al.
[122] is a recent unsupervised graph representation learning for discovering common objects and
localization method for a set of particular object images.

3.2.3 Random Walk. The random walks have been proven to be scalable for the large networks
to capture the graph structure efficiently by Perozzi et al. [138] proposed method call Deepwalk.
Moreover, random walks were demonstrated to be capable of compensating structural equivocation
(vertices with comparable local structures with similar embeddings) and equally (vertices with
similar embedding belonging to the same communities) [41]. Randomwalks have been coupled with
current language modeling representation learning methods to provide high-quality representations
of vertices are utilized for downstream learning tasks like vertex and edge prediction as shown
in Du et al. [41], and Perozzi et al. [138]. In addition, random walk-based techniques have been
expanded to capture subgraph embeddings in Adhikari et al. [2], and vertex representations in
heterogeneous graphs as in Dong et al. [40].

Table 2. Summary of existing GNNs based unsupervised learning methods. Abbreviations: NC=Node Clas-
sification, LP=Link Prediction, GC=Graph Classification, GCN=Graph convolutional network, NN=Neural
Network, GAT=Graph Attention Network, GAE=Graph Auto-encoder, RW=Random walk.

Paper Feature ex-
traction

Technique Task Key functionality

[122] RW CNN NC Discover common object and localization method for a set of
particular object images.

[169] Contrastive CNN NC Maximizing the mutual information between the graph repre-
sentations and node representations.

[156] Contrastive K-layer GCN NC, LP,
GC

Graph-level representations.

[59] Contrastive GCN NC,GC Learning node and graph level representations.
[63] Contrastive NN NC New avenue for unsupervised learning of representations.
[163] RW NN NC, LP Low dimensional node embeddings in the huge graphs.
[57] RW GCN &

LSTM
NC, GC Low dimensional node embeddings in the huge graphs.

[40] RW NN NC Node Representation Learning for Heterogeneous Networks.
[2] RW NN NC Formulate subgraph embedding problem.
[134] GAE NN NC, LP Hyperbolic Representation Learning viaMessage Passing Auto-

encoders.
[91] GAE NN NC Learning prerequisite chains in both the known and unknown

domains for acquiring knowledge
[79] GAE GCN LP Learning the interpretable latent representations for the undi-

rected graphs.
[131] GAE GCN LP, GC Representing graph-structured data in a low dimensional space

for graph analytics.
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Table 2. Continued from the previous page
Paper Feature ex-

traction
Technique Task Key functionality

[172] GAE GCN GC Marginalized graph Auto-encoder algorithm for graph cluster-
ing.

[135] GAE GCN NC, LP,
GC

Extracted low-dimensional latent representations from a graph
in irregular domains.

[29] GAE GCN NC, LP Graph embedding for learning the vector representations from
node features and graph topology.

3.3 Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning
Semi-supervised learning has been around for many years. It applies to the scenario where only
a few labeled samples are available, and the rest of the data samples are unlabeled. Actual labels
of labeled data samples are computationally heavy to compute, so unlabeled data samples have
to be utilized using novel ways to solve the problems. The manifold assumption in this field of
study suggests that nodes closer to each other in the low-dimensional manifold are similar and
should have the same label. Over the years, many methods are employed to do semi-supervised
learning. Graph-based semi-supervised learning is an emerging subfield that is a good fit as graph
structure fits manifold assumptions in semi-supervised learning. The node represents the data
samples in graph-based semi-supervised learning, and edges give the similarity between the nodes.
Nodes having large edge weights represent high similarity and belong to the same label class,
corresponding to the manifold assumption. Graph structures are intuitive to understand and highly
expressive, leading to success in graph semi-supervised learning-based methods falling under the
manifold assumption. Several semi-supervised survey articles [139] are focused on traditional
ways of dealing with semi-supervised settings. A few of the new works, such as [168] study graph
construction and graph regularization, which focuses on a general overview of semi-supervised
learning. We focus on the advances in graph semi-supervised learning in this section, specifically
advances in graph embedding. Table 3 shows the most recent methods for graph semi-supervised
learning.

3.3.1 Graph Embedding. In graph-based semi-supervised learning methods, there are two levels of
embedding that are observed. One is for the entire graph, and the second is for a single node [58].
The objective of both embeddings is to represent the given object in a low-dimensional space. Node
embedding is generally the focus of graph-based semi-supervised learning tasks. It aims to represent
nodes in a low-dimensional space where the local structure of nodes is preserved. Given a graph
𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸), the node embedding on graph G is denoted as a mapping ℎz : 𝑝 → z𝑝 ∈ R𝑑 ,∀𝑝 ∈ 𝑉 such
that 𝑑 ≪ |𝑉 |. The proximity measure for nodes in graph G is preserved by ℎz. Graph embedding
methods’ loss function can be defined by the generalized Equation 3:

C(𝑓 ) =
∑︁

(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑦𝑖 )∈D𝑖
C𝑠 (ℎ(ℎz(𝑥𝑖 )), 𝑦𝑖 ) + `

∑︁
𝑥𝑖 ∈D𝑖+D𝑢

C𝑟 (ℎ(ℎz(𝑥𝑖 ))) (3)

Here ℎz represents the embedding function. This function is similar to the one used in graph
regularization. The only difference is that models are trained using node embedding results instead
of node attributes in graph regularization. All the graph embedding methods are generalized under
the framework of encoder-decoder. The encoder part generates low dimensional embeddings of
input nodes, while the decoder reconstructs the original information related to each node from the
embeddings.
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Encoder: The encoder can be formally regarded as mapping of 𝑝 ∈ 𝑉 nodes into 𝑧𝑝 ∈ R𝑑 vector
embedding functions. The generated embeddings in the latent space with additional dimensions
are more discriminatory. In addition, the following decoder module is easier to convert back to the
original function vector. We have encoder: 𝑉 → R𝑑 from a mathematical point of view.
Decoder: The principal aim of the decoder module is to rebuild specific graph statistics from

the node embedded in the previous phase. For example, if 𝑧𝑢 is a node embedding of a node 𝑢, the
decoder might try to predict the neighbor N (𝑢) or its row 𝐴[𝑢] in the adjacency matrix of that node.
Often decoders are defined in a pair form that is shown to predict the similarity of each node. We
have, Decoder: R𝑑 × R𝑑 → R+ from a mathematical form.

Fig. 2. A high-dimensional vector 𝑆𝑛 is extracted and fed into the Auto-encoder based methods for generating
a low-dimensional 𝑧𝑖 embedding.

3.3.2 Shallow Graph Embedding. Many specific matrix factorization optimization methods are
used as a determining means of solving the optimization issues. The entire task is generally
taken to develop a low-dimensional approximation of an S-Matrix using matrix factorization
techniques, where S encodes the information relating to the original adjacency matrix or other
matrix measurements. In recent years, various methods have successfully developed that overlap
stochastic neighborhood measures to provide low embedding, unlike the deterministic factorization
techniques. The essential new feature is the node embedding which optimizes two network nodes
to coincide with a high probability on short random walks, and the embeddings are also the same
[154].

Factorization: A matrix that specifies the relationship among each node pair is factorized for
the category of factorization-based techniques to get the node embedding. This matrix generally
includes certain basic structural information, such as an adjacency matrix and a normalized Lapla-
cian matrix, regarding the similarity graph, is built. Various matrix characteristics can lead to the
factorization of these matrices in different ways. The normalized Laplacian Matrix is obviously
positive semi-definite; hence, its eigenvalue decomposition is a natural match.

Random Walk: The random walk is a valuable tool for obtaining approximation outcomes on
specific characteristics of the particular graph, such as node centrality [120] and similarity [47].
Thus, random node embedding methods for particular circumstances are successful when just part
of the graph is accessible or too wide for efficient management.

Limitations of Shallow Embedding: Although shallow embedding methods have demonstrated
remarkable performance on various semi-supervised tasks notably, shallow embedding also has
certain significant disadvantages that researchers have found difficult to overcome; for instance,
it can only generate embeddings for a single fixed graph. Moreover, it does not focus on nodes’
features.

Lack of shared parameters: Few parameters are shared. Parameters are not shared among nodes
in the encoder module, as the encoder directly creates a unique vector for each node. The lack of
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shared parameters means necessary to increase the number of parameters as 𝑂( | 𝑉 | ), which are
intractable in massive graphs.

No use of node features: Another critical issue in shallow embedding methods is the exclusion of
the node features. However, the encoding procedure might possibly contain rich feature information.
This applies notably to semi-supervised learning activities because each node provides significant
information about features.
Failure in inductive applications: Methods of shallow embedding are intrinsically transductive

[58]. It is not possible to generate embeddings for additional nodes discovered after the training
phase. Shallow embedding methods can not be employed for inductive applications because of this
constraint.

3.3.3 Deep Graph Embedding. Many deep embedding techniques have been developed in recent
years to address the limitations highlighted above. The shallow embedding methods are different
from the deep embedding ones. Here, the encoder module would take into account both the graph’s
structural and attribute information. A top-level classifier must be trained to predict class labels
for unlabelled nodes under the transductive setup for semi-supervised learning tasks based on the
node embeddings.

Table 3. Summary of existing GNNs based semi-supervised learning methods. Abbreviations: AE=Auto-
encoder, Dec=Decoder, Fact= Factorization, RW=Random Walk.

Paper Embeddi-ng
Architecture

Embeddi-
ng Methods

Loss Function Decoder Similari-ty
Measure

[145] Shallow Fact ∑
𝑝 | |z𝑝 −

∑
𝑞 A𝑝𝑞z𝑞 | |2 z𝑝 −∑

𝑞 A𝑝𝑞z𝑞
𝐴𝑝𝑞

[12] Shallow Fact Dec(z𝑝 , z𝑞 ).S[𝑝,𝑞] | |z𝑝 − z𝑞 | |22 A𝑝𝑞

[3, 20] Shallow Fact | |Dec(z𝑝 , z𝑞 ) − S[𝑝,𝑞] | |22 z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞 A𝑝𝑞

[126] Shallow Fact | |Dec(z𝑝 , z𝑞 ) − S[𝑝,𝑞] | |22 z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞 Similarity
martrix S

[138] Shallow RW −S[𝑝,𝑞] log(Dec(z𝑝 , z𝑞 )) 𝑒
z𝑝𝑇 z𝑝∑

𝑘∈𝑉 𝑒
z𝑝𝑇 z𝑘

PG(𝑝 |𝑞)

[189] Shallow RW E𝑝𝑛∼𝑃𝑛 (𝑉 )[log(−𝜎(z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞𝑛 ))] 𝑒
z𝑝𝑇 z𝑝∑

𝑘∈𝑉 𝑒
z𝑝𝑇 z𝑘

PG(𝑝 |𝑞)

[55] Shallow RW ∑
(𝑝,𝑞)∈D − log(𝜎(z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞𝑛 ))−𝛾E𝑝𝑛 ∼

𝑃𝑛 (𝑉 )[log(−𝜎(z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞𝑛 ))]

𝑒
z𝑝𝑇 z𝑝∑

𝑘∈𝑉 𝑒
z𝑝𝑇 z𝑘

PG(𝑝 |𝑞)

[163] Shallow RW ∑
(𝑝,𝑞)∈D − log(𝜎(z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞𝑛 ))−𝛾E𝑝𝑛 ∼

𝑃𝑛 (𝑉 )[log(−𝜎(z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞𝑛 ))]

1

1−𝑒−z
𝑇
𝑝 z𝑘

PG(𝑝 |𝑞)

[162] Shallow RW −S[𝑝,𝑞] log(PG(𝑝 |𝑞)) 1

1−𝑒−z
𝑇
𝑝 z𝑘

PG(𝑝 |𝑞)

[21, 173] Deep AE ∑
𝑝∈𝑉 | |Dec(z𝑝 ) − s𝑝 | |22 MLP s𝑝

[160] Deep AE ∑
𝑝∈𝑉 | |Dec(z𝑝 ) − s𝑝 | |22 LSTM s𝑝

[167] Deep AE ∑
𝑝∈𝑉 | |(z𝑝 )−

∑
𝑝∈N(𝑝) LSTM(z𝑝 ) | |22 LSTM s𝑝

[79] Deep AE E𝑢(Z|𝑋,𝐴)[log p(𝐴 |Z)] −
𝐾𝐿[𝑢(Z |𝑋,𝐴) | |p(Z)]

z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞 A𝑝𝑞

[130] Deep AE minG maxD Ez∼u𝑧 [logD(Z)] +
E𝑥∼u(𝑥 )[log(1 − D(G(𝑋,𝐴)))]

z𝑇𝑝 z𝑞 A𝑝𝑞

Auto-encoder: Besides using DL models, Auto-encoder based methods differ from shallow embed-
ding methods, and Auto-encoder uses a unary decoder rather than a pairwise one. In Auto-encoder
based techniques, every node, 𝑖 , is represented by a high-dimensional vector derived from a row in
the similarity matrix, specifically, 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑖𝑡ℎ row of S, where 𝑆𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑠G(𝑖, 𝑗 ). The Auto-encoder based
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techniques seek to encode each node based on the associated vector 𝑠𝑖 , then reconstruct it from the
embedding results, with the requirement that the reconstructed one is as similar to the original as
much possible which is demonstrated in Figure 2.
From Equation 1, the encoder module actually relies on the provided 𝑆𝑖 vector. This enables

deep embedding techniques based on Auto-encoders to embed local structural information inside
the encoder, while the low embedding methods can simply not. Several recent deep embedding
techniques aim to address the primary disadvantages of shallow embedding methods by building
certain particular functions dependent on a node’s neighborhood.

3.4 Graph-Based Self-Supervised Learning
Self-supervised learning is new emergence in the advances of DL. It addresses the reliance issue of
semi-supervised learning on manual labels, computationally heavy access to ground truth labels,
overfitting, and poor performance against adversarial attacks [104]. Self-supervised learning comes
over the mentioned shortcoming by training a model to solve well-designed “Pretext Tasks". Self-
supervised learning learns more generalized representations from unlabelled, which performs
better on the desired “Downstream tasks" [193] such as node, edge, and graph level tasks. Table 4
shows the existing methods for graph self-supervised learning.

Table 4. Summary of existing GNNs based self-supervised learning methods. Abbreviations: NC=Node
Classification, LP=Link Prediction, GC=Graph Classification, CSSC= Context-Based, ASSC=Augmentation-
Based, MFR=Masked Feature Regression, RAPP=Regression-based, CAPP=Classification-based, PT&FT=Pre-
training and Fine-tuning, JL=Joint Learning, URL=Unsupervised Representation Learning.

Paper Pretext
Task Cate-
gory

Training
Scheme

Technique Task Key functionality

[108] MFR JL GCN NC Train GNN models in a multi-task fashion.
[66] MFR PT&FT GCN NC A novel strategy for pre-training GNNs on both the

individual nodes and on entire graph.
[157] CAPP JL GCN NC Iteratively train an encoder architecture for assigning

pseudo labels to unlabeled nodes.
[193] CAPP PT&FT/JL GCN NC Node clustering by using pre-computed cluster index.
[68] CAPP PT&FT GCN NC, LP,

GC
A generic structural feature extraction by pretrain the
GNNs.

[144] CAPP PT&FT NN NC, LP,
GC

Learning rich structural and semantic information of
molecules from enormous unlabelled molecular data.

[57] CSSC URL SAGE# NC Low-dimensional nodes embedding for the huge type
of graphs.

[79] CSSC URL GCN LP Able to learn interpretable latent representations in the
undirected graphs.

[72] CSSC PT&FT/JL GCN NC Alleviating the limitation of DL (requiring larger
amounts of costly annotated data) by building the do-
main specific pretext tasks on unlabeled data.

[77] CSSC JL GAT NC Graph attention model for noisy graphs.
[136] CSSC JL NN NC, LP Introduced a subordinate task to predict meta-paths by

employing node embeddings.
[140] ASSC URL/

PT&FT
GIN NC, GC Using random walk as augmentations over subgraphs

and artificially designed positional node embeddings
are used as node features.

[207] ASSC URL GCN NC Contrastive learning of the graph with adaptive aug-
mentation.

[197] ASSC URL/
PT&FT/JL

NN GC Alleviated overfitting in graph classification.
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Table 4. Continued from the previous page
Paper Pretext

Task Cate-
gory

Training
Scheme

Technique Task Key functionality

[199] ASSC URL/JL GCN/GIN GC Iteratively performed self distillation with graph aug-
mentations.

[70] CSC URL GCN NC Capturing the regional structure information in graph
representations learning by using the strong interaction
between the central nodes and their sampled subgraphs.

[169] CSC URL GCN NC Learning node representations within the graph-
structured data.

[59] CSC URL GCN NC,GC Graph level representation learning by maximizing the
mutual information between the nodes.

[156] CSC URL NN GC Elevating the graph level tasks by augmenting the mu-
tual information between substructures of different lev-
els and graph representations.

[155] CSC URL GCN GC Finding pattern motifs iteratively and try to enhance
the similarity of the embeddings between motifs and a
graph.

[158] CSC JL GCN GC Employing the representation of local subgraph and
global graph to discriminate the representation of the
subgraph between graph.

[142] CSC URL GCN/GAT NC Maximized combination of local and global mutual in-
formation for representation learning in heterogeneous
graphs.

[176] CSC PT&FT Shallow
NN

LP Prediction task of contextual nodes in Heterogeneous
Networks.

[133] CSC URL GCN NC,LP Attributed multiplex network embedding.
[19] CSC URL NN NC,LP Bipartite graph embedding by maximizing the mutual

information between the graphs. mutual information
maximization.

[125] CSC URL GCN NC Tackling the challenging task of node-level regression
by training embeddings.

[201] CSSC PT&FT NN NC Graph structure recovery is used to pretrain a trans-
former based model for graphs.

[171] Hybrid JL GCN/
HGCN

NC Contrastive and generative graph convolutional net-
work.

[73] Hybrid JL GCN/
HGCN

NC, GC Automatically leveraging multiple pretext tasks effec-
tively.

[181] ASSC PT&FT GCN LC Improving the accuracy and robustness of GCNs for
recommendation.

[17] Hybrid PT&FT CNN NC, LP,
GC

Code Representations learning by Predicting Subtrees.

[24] ASSC PT&FT GCN NC, LP,
GC

Graph representation learning.

[71] ASSC URL GCN NC, LP,
GC

Automatically leveraging multiple pretext tasks effec-
tively.

[100] Hybrid URL GCN NC, LP,
GC

Multi-label classification of fundus images.

[94] Hybrid URL GCN NC Ethereum Phishing Scam Detection.
[28] ASSC URL GCN NC, LP,

GC
Automatically leveraging multiple pretext tasks effec-
tively.

3.4.1 Pretext Tasks. Pretext task is critical in self-supervised learning, and its construction is crucial
to the model’s performance for the downstream tasks. We divide the pretext task into the following
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categories: Masked Feature Regression (MFR), Auxiliary Property Prediction (APP), Same-Scale
Contrasting (SSC), Cross-Scale Contrasting (CSC), and Hybrid Self-supervised Learning (HSL).

Masked Feature Regression. The Masked Feature Regression (MFR) category of pretext task comes
from the field of computer vision, precisely the task of the image inpainting inspired it [195]. The
idea behind the method is to mask the feature of nodes/edges with zero or a specific value. Then
the pretext task is to recover the original information of nodes/edges before GNNs mask the data.
You et al. [193] provided a node-based MFR technique that lets GNN extract features from the
surrounding environment information. The tasks, namely reconstructing raw features from noisy
input data, raw reconstruction of features from ideal input data, and reconstruction of feature
embeddings from noisy feature embeddings, are used as pretext tasks for learning well-generalized
representations.

Auxiliary Property Prediction. Besides the methods mentioned falling in the category of MFR,
other methods explore the underlying attribute information of nodes/edges or even the graph
structure to design new pretext tasks for providing better learning signals to the self-supervision
models. These methods, both regression and classification, fall into the category of auxiliary
property prediction [105].

Regression-based technique: The regression-based technique is similar to MFR, but it diverges
to numerical structure and attributes property prediction of graphs by focusing on pretext tasks.
A node degree-based local structure-aware pretext task was introduced by Jin et al. [72] called
NodeProperty, and global structure information is also considered in the computation. Jin et al. [72]
proposed a method, called Distance2Cluster, to compute the distance between pre-defined clusters
in the graph to unlabeled nodes. This technique forces the node representation to consider the
global positioning for training. PairwiseAttrSim, another proposed method by Jin et al. [72] focuses
on closing the gap between similarity value for pair of nodes to the feature similarity of the pair of
nodes on representation distribution. It comes from the idea of increasing feature transformation
for the local structures considering over-smoothing.

Classification-based technique: Contrary to the Regression-based technique, the methods
based on classification take the task of constructing pseudo labels to help model training. Sun et al.
[157] present a technique called Multi-Stage Self-Supervised (M3S) by leveraging the DeepCluster
[23] to iteratively train an encoder architecture for assigning pseudo labels to unlabeled nodes
during each iteration of the training process. Similarly, You et al. [193] introduced a method (Node
Clustering) for node clustering by using pre-computed cluster index as self-supervised labels.

Same-Scale Contrasting. Unlike the above-mentioned two types of methods that focus on building
on a single element (e.g., a single node), methods based on contrastive learning learn by training
on the agreement between two graph elements. Positive pairs denoting the agreement between
samples with similar semantic data are maximized in this method, while negative pairs denoting
samples with unrelated semantic data are minimized. Same-Scale Contrasting (SSC) subdivides two
elements of a graph by contrasting them in a similar or equal scale, e.g., graph-graph contrasting
and node-node contrasting. Further SSC-based techniques are divided into two categories based on
the definition of positive and negative pairs.

Context-based: The theory behind the Context-based same-scale contrasting (CSSC) gives
closer locations in the embedding space to the contextual nodes. The contextual nodes are mostly
adjacent positions in the structure of the graph. The intuition behind the idea of entities with similar
semantic data to interconnected is based on the Homophily hypothesis [116]. An effective method
to define context is using a random walk to generate sets of nodes with similar semantic data.
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Closer node pairs in the walk are denoted as positive pairs, while those acquired using negative
sampling are denoted negative pairs.

Augmentation-Based: Contrastive visual feature learning has witnessed many advances in
the last few years [60]. Augmentation-based same-scale contrasting (ASSC) is also motivated by
these advances, and it generates new augmented examples for actual data samples. Defining the
data augmentation process is a crucial factor in ASSC. Two augmented samples from actual data
are considered positive pairs, while augmented samples from different actual data are treated
as negative pairs. The techniques falling in this category are based on mutual information (MI)
estimation [63] and using InfoNCE for estimation [124]. Qiu et al. [140] presented a method called
Gragh contrastive coding (GCC) for node-level tasks; focusing on universal unattributed graphs.
This technique uses random walk as augmentations over subgraphs with Restart for each node, and
then artificially designed positional node embeddings are used as node features. Zhu et al. [206]
presented a technique, called Graph contrastive representation learning (GRACE), that evolves
two augmentations strategies by removing masking node features and edges for generating an
augmented representation of the graph. For contrast purposes, both inter and intra view negative
pairs are taken into account.

Cross-Scale Contrasting. The Cross-Scale Contrasting (CSC) technique is different from SSC,
and it learns different scale graph (node-subgraph, node-graph contrasting) representations by
contrasting. Summary of the graph/subgraph is generally acquired by adopting a readout function.
These techniques also inherit the idea of mutual information maximization, as is the case in ASSC.
Hjelm et al. [63] proposed a method using Jensen Shannon divergence as mutual information
estimator. Velickovic et al. [169] presented Deep Graph Infomax (DGI) to learn representations
of the nodes by maximizing the mutual information between the top-level summary of graphs
and the corresponding patch representations. DGI pollutes the original graph using node features
via random sampling for getting negative samples of each graph. The structure of the graph is
preserved in DGI. Similarly, Hassani and Khasahmadi [59] devised a method, called Multi-view
representation learning on graphs (MVGRL), to consider multi-view contrasting. This method takes
graph diffusion and the original graph structure as two different views. The goal is to maximize
the mutual information between large-scale graphs and cross-view representations. Jiao et al. [70]
presented another method, called a Sub-graph Contrast (Subg-Con), to contrast subgraphs context
and the node embeddings for learning local structure information of the graph.

Hybrid Self-supervised Learning. Few proposed methods combine pretext tasks from different
categories in multitask learning strategies to take leverage their advantages. Hu et al. [67] proposed
MFR-based Generative pretraining GNN (GPT-GNN) that drops edge prediction task (CSSC) to a
graph generation task for pretraining the GNN. Peng et al. [137] gave Graphical mutual Information
(GMI) method, which jointly maximizes feature mutual information between the raw feature of
neighboring node and node embedding. It also maximizes the edge mutual information (node
embedding of two adjoining nodes) for learning graph representation. Node feature reconstruction
(MFR) is utilized by Zhang et al. [201] in their proposed method, Bert. Along with MFR, graph
structure recovery (CSSC) is used to pre-train a transformer-based graphs model. Wan et al. [171]
took context-based SSCs and augmentation as self-supervised learning signals and learned them
simultaneously by using downstream node classification tasks.

3.4.2 Self-supervised Training Strategies. Depending on the relationship of pretext tasks, down-
stream tasks, and graph encoders, training schemes for self-supervised learning methods are
categories into three types: Joint Learning (JL), Pre-training and Fine-tuning (PT & FT), and
Unsupervised Representation Learning (URL).
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Joint Learning. In this scheme, the pretext and downstream tasks are jointly trained with the
encoder. The combined loss function takes error from downstream task loss function and self-
supervised learning process. A trade-off hyperparameter controls the percentage of contribution of
each error into total error. It is taken as a multitask learning or regularization of the downstream
task used as a pretext task.

Pre-training and Fine-tuning. In this scheme, pretext tasks along with encoder are pre-trained at
the start. This is treated as the initialization of parameters in the encoder. Further, the prediction
head and pre-trained encoder are fine-tuned simultaneously under the guidance of particular
downstream tasks.

Unsupervised Representation Learning. Like PT & FT, this scheme also performs the pretext tasks,
and the encoder is pre-trained at the start. However, the second stage differs; the encoder parameters
are locked when training the model using the downstream task. URL is more challenging compared
to other training schemes as encoder training is performed under no supervision.

4 GENERAL DESIGN ARCHITECTURE OF GNN
In this section, we present GNN models from the perspective of a designer. We will first explain the
overall design workflow for creating a GNN model as shown in the figure 3. Then, in Sections 4.1,
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, we go through each stage in-depth. The general design process of a GNN model for
a given task on a specific graph type consists of four steps- a) To identify graph structure in the
application, b) To describe type and scale of the graph, c) designing appropriate loss function, and
d) To create model using computational modules. In this part, we cover broad design concepts as
well as background information. The design specification of these phases is covered in subsequent
sections.

Fig. 3. General Architecture of GNN models.

4.1 Structure of Graph
First, we must determine the graph structure of the application. There are often two types of
scenarios- structural and non-structural. The graph structures are apparent in various systems
such as physical systems, molecules, knowledge networks, etc. Graphs are also implicitly present
in non-structural contexts. Therefore we must first create the graph from the specific task, such as
generating a fully connected “word” graph for text or a picture’s scene graphs. Then we have the
graph, and the subsequent process involves finding the best GNN model for this graph.
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4.2 Types of Graph
After finding out the structure of the graph in the application under consideration, we must
determine the graph type and scale. Complex graphs have the innate ability to holdmore information
about the nodes and edges. Graphs are often classified as follows: a) Graphs that are directed or
undirected. Directed graphs have directed edges from one node to the next, giving added information
than the edges present in undirected graphs. Undirected edges are treated as two directed edges in an
undirected graph. b) Graphs that are homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous networks have
the same type of nodes and edges, but nodes and edges in heterogeneous graphs have different types.
The types of nodes and edges are crucial and should be investigated thoroughly for heterogeneous
graphs. c) Graphs that are static or dynamic. When the input characteristics or the graph topology
changes over time, the graph is said to be dynamic. In dynamic graphs, temporal information
should be carefully examined. This temporal information can be mixed because these categories
are orthogonal, resulting in a dynamic, directed heterogeneous graph. Other graph forms, such as
signed graphs and hypergraphs, are also tailored for specific applications. We will not list all of
them here, but the main point is to examine the additional information offered by these graphs. For
the design process, the extra information provided by the specification of the graph type should be
explored. In terms of scale, there is no apparent distinction between “small” and “large” graphs. The
criteria are still evolving in tandem with the advancement of computing equipment (GPUs). We
consider the graph a large-scale graph; when the graph Laplacian or adjacency matrix of a graph
(𝑂(𝑛2) space complexity) cannot be processed and stored on the device.

4.3 Design Loss Function
The loss function is designed depending on the task type and training environment. There are
typically three types of graph learning tasks: node level tasks concentrate on characteristics of
nodes such as node classification, node clustering, node regression, and so on. Node classification
attempts to classify nodes into different groups. Node clustering aims to divide the nodes into
many distinct groups, with comparable nodes in the same group. Furthermore, the node regression
task is modeled to predicts a real value for each node. Edge level tasks include link prediction and
edge classification that require the model to predict whether an edge exists between two specified
nodes or identify edge types. Furthermore, the graph level tasks incorporate graph matching, graph
classification, and graph regression, which all rely on the learning graph representations by the
model.
From the supervision point of view, the graph learning tasks can also be divided into three

distinct training settings: a) In the supervised scenario, labeled data is provided for training. b) The
semi-supervised setup provides many unlabeled nodes and a small number of labeled nodes for the
training process.

4.4 Build Model Using Computational Modules
We begin to construct the model using the computational modules widely used, which follows as: a)
Propagation Module: The propagation module transmits data across nodes, allowing the aggregated
data to incorporate with both feature and topological data. The convolution and recurrent operators
are often employed in propagation modules for collecting neighbors’ information. At the same time,
the skip connection is typically used to acquire information from previous node representations
and alleviate the problem of over-smoothing. b) Sampling Module: When graphs are big, graph
propagation is generally required to be carried out by sampling modules. The sampling and
propagation modules are frequently combined. c) Pooling Module: Information is extracted by
pooling modules when high-ranking subgraphs or graphs are required to be represented.
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5 DATASET
Various graph-structured datasets are openly available for research, and experimental purposes for
GNNs [86]. The datasets are hosted in the diverse platform, including Citation Network dataset,
Webpage Citation Networks, Social Networks, Co-purchase Networks, Bio-chemical, Image, and
Knowledge graph, which are described in Table 5. Table 5 describes the popular datasets for GNNs,
which belong to one of the categories mentioned above. We describe the datasets with their number
of nodes, edges, and the number of classes.

5.1 Citation Network
Cora [115] dataset includes 2708 scientific papers in a class of seven. There are 5429 links in the
citation network. Each publication in the dataset includes an 0/1 word-vector, which indicates the
absence or presence of the corresponding word in the dictionary. And the 1433 distinct words are
contained in the dictionary. In addition, Citeseer [51] collection contains 3312 scientific papers that
are divided into six categories. There are 4732 links in the citation network. A 0/1-valued word
vector describes each publication in the dataset, indicating the existence or absence of the associated
term from the dictionary. There are 3703 distinct terms in the dictionary. Moreover, Pubmed [151]
includes 19,717 scientific papers about diabetes from the PubMed database, which are divided into
3 categories. There are 44,338 links in the citation network. A TF/IDF weighted word vector from a
dictionary of 500 unique words is used to characterize each publication in the dataset. Furthermore,
DBLP [164] is a network of citations dataset. Citation datasets are collected from the databases such
as DBLP, MAG (Microsoft Academic Graph), and others. There are 29,199 publications and 133,664
citations in the initial edition. Each article has an abstract, authors, year, location, and title. The
dataset is utilized for clustering using network and side information, analyzing citation network
influence, locating the most influential articles, topic modeling analysis, etc. The publications are
categorized into 4 classes. Citation network are mostly directed, homogeneous and unweighted
but the PubMed and DBLP are exception to it as shown in Table 5 Patents [85] dataset include U.S.
patent from 1/1/1963 to 12/30/1999 spanning 37 years. There are 3,774,768 nodes and 16,518,948
edges in this citation network. The HepPh [85] is a dataset collected from Arxiv, and these dataset
cover citation on high energy physics theory and phenomenon. The dataset is a moderately big
dataset with 34,556 edges and 22,770 nodes.

5.2 Web Graphs
Cornell dataset [198] is a citation network of web pages obtained fromCornell University, with nodes
representing webpages and edges representing connections or webpage accesses. The underlying
objects are corresponding persons who can visit particular web pages to get course information
or entertainment news. If two people are friends or classmates, they can share similar interests
and online webpage accesses, explaining the networks’ closed triangles. The dataset consists of
195 nodes, 286 edges, and the dataset is classified into 5 different classes. Texas dataset [198] is
also a citation network of webpages obtained from Texas University, with nodes representing
webpages and edges representing connections or webpage accesses. Also, it consists of 187 nodes,
298 edges and is categorized the dataset into 5 classes. The another similar citation networks of
webpages isWashington dataset [198]. The dataset is collected from Washington University, with
nodes representing web pages and edges representing connections or webpage accesses. It consists
of 230 nodes, 417 edges and is categorized the dataset into 5 classes. Web graph networks are
directed and heterogeneous in nature. As shown in Table 5, web graph datasets are unweighted.
Several other datasets like BerkStan, Google, Stanford [87] , Notredame [4] are webpage link datasets
collected from various domains, these datasets contain huge number of nodes and edges.
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Table 5. Summary of available benchmark datasets for GNN experimentation and their characteristics.
Directed:→, Undirected:↔, Homogeneous: ◦, Heterogeneous: •, Weighted: ■ and Unweighted: □.
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Citation
Networks

Cora [115] → ◦ □ 2,708 5,429 7
Citeseer [51] → ◦ □ 3,327 4,732 6
PubMed [151] → ◦ ■ 19,717 44,338 3
DBLP [164] → ◦ ■ 29,199 133,664 4
Patents [85] → ◦ □ 3,774,768 16,518,948 -
HepPh [85] → ◦ □ 34,546 421,578 -

Web
graphs

Cornell [198] → • □ 195 286 5
Texas [198] → • □ 187 298 5
Washington [198] → • □ 230 417 5
BerkStan [87] → • □ 685,230 7,600,595 -
Google [87] → • □ 875,713 5,105,039 -
NotreDame [4] → • □ 325729 1497134 -
Stanford [87] → • □ 281,903 2,312,497 -

Social
Networks

Karate club [196] ↔ • □ 34 77 2
Reddit [57] → • ■ 232965 11606919 41
BlogCatalog [161] → • □ 10312 333983 39
Flickr [117] ↔ • ■ 1,715,256 22,613,981 5
Facebook [114] ↔ • □ 4039 88,234 -
Youtube [187] ↔ • □ 1,138,499 2,990,443 8,385

Co-purchase
Networks

Amazon Computers [153] → • ■ 13,752 245,861 10
Amazon Photo [153] → • ■ 7,650 119,081 8
Amazon0601[83] → • □ 403,394 3,387,388 -
Coauthor CS [153] → ◦ □ 18,333 81,894 15
Coauthor Physics [153] → ◦ □ 34,493 247,962 5

Bio-chemical

MUTAG [34] ↔ ◦ □ 97900 202500 2
PROTEINS[16] ↔ ◦ □ 39 72 2
PPI [92] → • ■ 56944 818716 121
NCI-1 [202] ↔ ◦ □ 29 32 2

Temporal
Networks

RedditHyperlinks [81] → • ■ 55,863 858,490 -
stackoverflow [132] → • □ 2,601,977 63,497,050 -
mathoverflow [132] → • □ 24,818 506,550 -
superuser [132] → • □ 194,085 1,443,339 -
askubuntu [132] → • □ 159,316 964,437 -
wiki-talk-temporal [132] → • □ 1,140,149 7,833,140 -
mooc [82] → • ■ 7,143 411,749 -

Communicat
ion Networks

email-EuAll [84] → • □ 265,214 420,045 -
Enron [88] ↔ • □ 36692 183831 -
wiki-Talk [84] → • □ 2394385 5021410 -
f2f-Resistance [7] → • ■ 451 3,126,993 -

Autonomous
systems
graphs

as-733 (733 graphs) [85] ↔ ◦ □ 103-6,474 243-13,233 -
Skitter [85] ↔ ◦ □ 1,088,092 1,541,898 -
Caida (122 graphs) [85] → ◦ □ 1,379,917 1,921,660 -
Oregon-1 (9 graphs) [85] ↔ ◦ □ 1,379,917 1,921,660 -
Oregon-2 (9 graphs) [85] ↔ ◦ □ 1,379,917 1,921,660 -

Road
Networks

roadNet-CA [88] ↔ ◦ □ 1,965,206 2,766,607 -
roadNet-PA [88] ↔ ◦ □ 1,088,092 1,541,898 -
roadNet-TX [88] ↔ ◦ □ 1,379,917 1,921,660 -
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5.3 Social Networks
Karate club [196] dataset is a social network of a karate club that was observed for three years from
the year 1970 to 1972. The network includes 34 karate club members, with relationships between
pairs of members who interacted outside of the club. The dataset includes 77 edges (connections
between the pairs of members). The data are shortened into a list of integer pairs. Each number
symbolizes a karate club member, and a pair denotes the interaction between the two. The dataset
is classified into 2 classes. Reddit [57] dataset is also one of the social network datasets that include
Reddit posts from September 2014. The community, or subreddit, to which a post belongs is the
node label in this scenario. A post-to-post graph was created by sampling 50 major communities
and connecting posts where the same person commented on both. There are 232,965 postings in
this dataset, with an average degree of 492. The dataset has 232965 nodes, 11606919 edges and is
divided into 41 classes. One important dataset for the social network is BlogCatalog [161] dataset,
which is a social network of bloggers from the Blogcatalog website, which manages the bloggers
and their blogs. This dataset has 10,312 bloggers with unique ids starting from 1 to 10,312 and
333,983 friendship pairs. Each blogger belongs to multiple groups. There are 39 groups with indices
ranging from 1 to 39. Flickr [117] dataset is a sparse social network of Flickr collected in a specific
time interval, where persons represent the nodes, the friend status represents the edges, and labels
represent user interests. The dataset has 1,715,256 nodes, 22,613,981 edges, and the dataset is
classified into 5 classes. Facebook [114] dataset is a undirected graph along with Flickr, it contains
friend list of user as nodes and connection between them as edges. It has 4,039 nodes and 88,234
edges between them. Youtube [187] dataset is also a popular video-based social network dataset
where users can friend with each other, and users can also create groups in which other users
can join. Here, the genre interests indicate the labels. The dataset consists of 1,128,499 nodes and
2,990,443 edges.

5.4 Co-Purchase Networks
Amazon Computers[153] dataset is an Amazon-created network of co-purchase connections, where
nodes represent items and the relation of often purchased goods together. Each node is labeled
with its category and includes a sparse bag-of-words feature encoding product reviews. The dataset
includes 13,752 nodes (items), 245,861 edges (items that are purchased together), and 10 classes
(product categories). Another Co-purchase network dataset is Amazon Photo[153] dataset is also
created by Amazon. Similar to the Amazon Computers dataset, The Amazon Photo dataset is also a
network created of co-purchase connections, where nodes represent items. The edge represents
the purchased items together. Each node is labeled with its category and includes a sparse bag-
of-words feature encoding product reviews. The dataset includes 7,650 nodes (items), 119,081
edges (items that are purchased together), and 8 classes (product categories). Amazon0601[83] is
also the popular amazon product co-purchasing network collected from June 1 2003. The dataset
contains 403,394 nodes and 3,387,388 edges. Coauthor CS[153] dataset is an academic network
that contains graphs made up of co-authorship based on the Microsoft Academic Graph, which is
collected from the KDD Cup 2016 competition. The nodes in these graphs represent authors, and
the edges represent co-authorship connections. Two nodes are considered as connected if the nodes
co-authored a publication. Each node contains a sparse bag-of-words feature that is based on the
authors’ paper keywords. The authors’ label refers to their most active research area. The dataset
contain 18,333 nodes, 81,894 edges, and 15 label/classes. Another important Co-purchase network
is Coauthor Physics [153] dataset contains co-authorship graphs based on the Microsoft Academic
Graph from the KDD Cup 2016 competition. The nodes in these graphs represent authors, and the
edges represent co-authorship connections; two nodes are connected if the nodes co-authored a
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publication. Each node contains a sparse bag-of-words feature that is based on the authors’ paper
keywords. The authors’ label refers to their most active research area. The dataset includes 34,493
nodes, 247,962 edges, and 5 label/classes.

5.5 Bio-Chemical
MUTAG[34] dataset is a collection of nitroaromatic compounds created for the prediction task
of mutagenicity in Salmonella typhimurium. Here, input graphs are used to represent chemical
compounds, with vertices representing atoms and edges between vertices representing bonds
between the corresponding atoms (encoded using one-hot encoding). It contains 97900 nodes,
202500 edges and is classified into 2 classes. PROTEIN [16] dataset is a collection of proteins
categorized as either enzymes or non-enzymes. Nodes indicate amino acids, and if two nodes are
less than 6 Angstroms away, the nodes are connected by an edge. The dataset consists of 39 nodes,
72 edges and is classified into 2 classes.Protein-Protein Interactions (PPI) [92] dataset contains yeast
protein interactions which are collected from the Molecular Signatures Database. In various PPI
graphs, in which each graph is corresponding to different human tissue. The positional gene sets
represent nodes (56944), the gene ontology sets are given as the classes or labels (121 in total),
and interactions between the proteins represent edges (818716). NCI1[202] is also a dataset that
originates from the chemical field, in which each input graph represents a chemical compound,
and each vertex is a molecular atom, and its edges indicate links between atoms. This data relates
to anti-cancer screenings, in which chemicals are identified as positive or negative for lung cancer
cells. Each vertex has an input label representing the associated atom type, encoded into a vector
of 0/1 elements using a one-hot encoding method. The dataset contains 29 nodes, 32 edges and is
categorized into 2 classes.

5.6 Temporal networks
RedditHyperlinks [81], stackoverflow [132], mathoverflow [132], superuser [132], askubuntu [132],
wiki-talk-temporal [132], andmooc [81] are the popular temporal networks. The RedditHyperlinks is
a network of Hyperlinks between subreddits on Reddit, and it consists of 55,863 nodes and 858,490
edges. The stackoverflow is a network of Comments, questions, and answers on Stack Overflow. The
mathoverflow is a network for Comments, questions, and answers on Math Overflow consisting
24,818 nodes and 506,550 edges. The superuser is a temporal network for Comments, questions, and
answers on Super User containing 194,085 nodes and 1,443,339 edges. The askubuntu is a network
for Comments, questions, and answers on Ask Ubuntu, consisting 159,316 nodes and 964,437 edges.
The wiki-talk-temporal is a temporal network of Users editing talk pages on Wikipedia, containing
1,140,149 nodes and 7,833,140 edges. Themooc is a network of student actions on a MOOC platform,
with student drop-out binary labels, it consist of 7,143 nodes and 411,749 edges.

5.7 Communication Networks
The commonly used Communication networks datasets are email-EuAll [84], Enron [88], wiki-Tal
[84], and f2f-Resistance [7]. The email-EuAll communication network is the email network from a
EU research institution, which consists of 265,214 nodes and edges 420,045. The Enron is the email
communication network from Enron, consisting 36692 nodes and 183831 edges. The wiki-Talk is the
wikipedia talk communication network having 2394385 nodes and 5021410 edges. The f2f-Resistance
is the dynamic face-to-face interaction network between group of people, consisting 451 nodes and
3,126,993 edges.
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5.8 Autonomous Systems Graphs
as-733 [85], Skitter [85], Caida [85], Oregon-1 [85], and Oregon-2 [85] are the commonly used
available datasets for autonomous systems graphs. The as-733 is the autonomous systems graphs
of 733 daily instances(graphs) from November 8 1997 to January 2 2000, consisting 103-6,474 nodes
and 243-13,233 edges. The Skitter is the autonomous systems internet topology graph, collected
from trace routes run daily in 2005. The dataset consists of 1,088,092 nodes and 1,541,898 edges. The
Caida is the CAIDA autonomous relationships datasets, collected from January 2004 to November
2007. The dataset consists of 1,379,917 nodes and 1,921,660 edges. The Oregon-1 is the autonomous
system peering information inferred from Oregon route-views between March 31 and May 26
2001. The dataset consists of 1,379,917 nodes and 1,921,660 edges. The Oregon-2 is the autonomous
system peering information inferred from Oregon route-views between March 31 and May 26 2001.
The dataset consists of 1,379,917 nodes and 1,921,660 edges.

5.9 Road Networks
roadNet-CA [88], roadNet-PA [88], and roadNet-TX [88] are the three commonly used road networks
datasets. The roadNet-CA is the dataset collected from road network of California, consisting
1,965,206 nodes and 2,766,607 edges. The roadNet-PA is the road network of Pennsylvania, consisting
1,088,092 nodes and 1,541,898 edges. The roadNet-TX is the road network of Texas, consisting
1,379,917 nodes and 1,921,660 edges.

6 THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL ASPECTS OF GNNS
This section discusses the analytical aspect of variousmethods presented above from both theoretical
and empirical standpoints.

6.1 Theoretical aspect
Here we overview the articles from diverse viewpoints on the theoretical underpinnings of GNN.

6.1.1 Graph Signal Processing. The convolution operations by the GCNs are done in the spectral
domain that follows the signal processing theory for graphs and is performed over the input data.

Li et al. [93] use graph convolution, which performs Laplacian smoothing over the feature matrix
that results in similar hidden representations of neighboring nodes. Laplacian smoothing is based
on Homophily’s assumption that nearby nodes have similar labels. The smoothing is performed as
a low pass filter applied over the input feature matrix. Wu et al. [180] confirmed it by removing
the non-linearity between layers and weight matrices, showing that GNNs work only because of
smoothing.

Using the idea of a low-pass filter over the feature matrix is used by many researchers to get new
insight by applying different filters [204]. Nt and Maehara [121] state that graph convolution is
essentially a process of denoising for the input feature. Themodel performance depends significantly
upon the quantity of noise in the matrix. [25] presents two metrics to measure the smoothness of
representation for nodes and the excess smoothness of GNN models to relieve the over-smoothing
problem. The authors conclude that the key to over-smoothing is the noise-to-information ratio.

6.1.2 Generalization. Recent emphasis has also been paid to GNN’s capacity for generalization.
The VC dimensions of a limited class of GNNs are shown by Scarselli et al. [150]. Garg et al. [50]
also offer stricter generalization limits for neural networks based on Rademacher constraints.
The stability and widespread characteristics of single-layer GNNs with various convolutional

filters examine Verma and Zhang [170]. The authors find that GNN stability depends on the filters’
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greatest own value. Knyazev et al. [80] concentrate on the capacity of the GNN mechanism for
generalization. Their result indicates that GNNs generalize attention in bigger and noisier graphs.

6.1.3 Expressivity. With regard to the expressiveness of GNNs, Xu et al. [185], Morris et al. [119]
indicate that the graph isomorphism testing technique GCNs and GraphSAGE is not so distinctive
as Weisfeiler Leman’s (WL) testing. Xu et al. [184] offer more expressive GNN GINs as well. Barcelo
et al. [9] explore whether GNNs express 𝐹𝑂𝐶2, which is a first-order logic fragment, go beyond
a WL-test. Existing GNNs are barely suitable for writers. Garg et al. [50] show that local GNN
varieties are not able to acquire global graphic characteristics, including diameters, larger/smallest
cycles, or motifs in order to learn about graph topologies.
Loukas [106] and Dehmamy et al. [36] claim that present efforts only consider expressiveness

when GNNs contain endless units and layers. Their work examines the depth and width of repre-
senting the power of GNNs. Oono and Suzuki [123] discuss the asymptotic behavior of GNNs as
the model expands them and represents them as dynamic systems.

6.1.4 Invariance. GNN output embedding should be permutation invariant or similar to the input
features since node orderings are present in graphs. Maron et al. [110] describe linear or equivalent
permutation layers to construct invariant GNNs. Maron et al. [111] further demonstrate the finding
that a higher-order tensorization of the universal invariant GNN is possible. The alternate proof by
Keriven and Peyre [76] extends the result to the equivalent case. Chen et al. [27] establish linkages
between graph isomorphism testing and permutation invariance testing. The author uses 𝜎 algebra
to show the expression of GNNs to demonstrate their equivalence.

6.1.5 Transferability. Untied parameterization with graphs is one deterministic feature of GNNs.
It indicates the possibility of transferring learning between graphs with performance guarantees
(so-called transferability). The transferability of spectrum filters is investigated by Levie et al. [89],
and it is shown that these filters are transferred on charts of the same dominance. The GNN behavior
on graphs is analyzed by Ruiz et al. [147]. The authors conclude that GNN’s can be transmitted
from the same graph with various sizes across graphs.

6.1.6 Label Efficiency. Self-supervised learning for GNNs requires a significant quantity of labeled
information to achieve success. Given self-learning, an improvement in label marking efficiency was
explored. Labels are chosen from informative nodes with the help of an oracle for training GNNs.
Cai et al. [18], Gao et al. [49], Hu et al. [64] show that the labeling efficiency can be substantially
increased by choosing high-degree nodes and uncertain nodes (informative nodes).

6.2 Empirical Aspect
In order to properly compare and assess, theoretical analyses and empirical research of GNNs are
also necessary. We include many empirical research and standards for GNN assessment. There are
various open-source codes and frameworks available to conduct experiments on the GNN models,
which are mentioned in Table 6.

6.2.1 Evaluation. A crucial stage in research is the evaluation of machine learning models. Over
the years, concerns have been expressed regarding experimental reproductivity and replicability.
Which GNN models function and to what extent? In which sections of the models the ultimate
performance contributes? Studies on proper assessment techniques are critically needed to examine
such fundamental issues. Shchur et al. [153] are looking at how the GNN models perform with
the same training techniques and hyperparameter tuning in semi-supervised node classification
tasks. Different divides in their data sets lead to significantly different model rankings. In addition,
simple models might exceed sophisticated models in suitable conditions. The structural information
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Table 6. Openly available source code for graph neural networking. The links are cited in the first column.

Platforms Source
Code

Library Language Solution

Euler [5]
√

Tensorflow Python Node level, and graph level tasks
Paddle Graph Learning
[128]

√
Tensorflow Python Graph learning framework

Graph-Learn [6]
√

Tensorflow and
Pytorch

Python Focuses on portability and scalability

Deep Graph Library [175]
√

Tensorflow and
Pytorch

Python Ease the DL on graph

OpenNE [166]
√

PyTorch Python Self-supervised/unsupervised graph embed-
ding

CogDL [165]
√

Pytorch Python Node classification, Graph classification, and
other important tasks in the graph domain

GNN [152]
√

TensorFlow Python Molecular applications
Spektral [31]

√
Tensorflow and
Keras

Python Social Networking, molecular, GAN etc.

QGNN [30]
√

TensorFlow and
PyTorch

Python Provides quaternion GNNs

GraphGym [35]
√

PyTorch Python Parallel GNN Library
GNN-NLP [159]

√
PyTorch and Ten-
sorFlow

Python GNN for NLP

Stellargrph [33]
√

TensorFlow and
Keras

Python Provides algorithms for graph classification

Autogl[56]
√

Pytorch Python To conduct autoML on graph datasets and
tasks easily and quickly

Jraph [53]
√

Jax Python A lightweight library forworkingwithGNNs
in jax

Pytorch_geometric [45]
√

Pytorch Python A geometric DL extension library for Py-
Torch

Ktrain [107]
√

Tensorflow and
Keras

Python Making DL and AI more accessible and easier
to apply

PyTorch Geometric Tem-
poral [146]

√
Pytorch Python Making dynamic and temporal GNNs imple-

menting quite easy
Deeprobust [95]

√
Pytorch Python An adversarial library for attack and defense

methods on images and graphs
Graphein [69]

√
Pytorch Python Provides functionality for producing a num-

ber of types of graph-based representations
of proteins

Graph Nets [177]
√

Tensorflow Python A deepmind’s library for building graph net-
works

is not completely used in graph categorization based on a thorough assessment. You et al. [192]
discusses the architectural designs of GNN models and others, such as the number of layers and
the aggregation function. This study gives extensive instructions for the designation of GNN for
different purposes with a vast number of tests.

6.2.2 Benchmarks. In machine study research, high-quality and big benchmark data sets such as
ImageNet are essential. However, widely adopted benchmarks are arduous in graph learning. For
example, most categorization node data sets are tiny compared to real-world charts, with just 3000
to 20,000 nodes. In addition, the experimental procedures in each study, which are dangerous to the
literature, are not harmonized. This problem is alleviated by providing scalable and reliable graph
learning benchmarks, as shown by Dwivedi et al. [43], and Hu et al. [65]. In various domains and
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tasks, Dwivedi et al. [43] construct medium scale datasets, whereas Hu et al. [65] offers large-scale
datasets. In addition, these two papers analyze existing GNN models and provide guidelines for
further comparison.

7 APPLICATIONS
Standard neural networks work on an array, whereas GNN works on graphs. In recent years,
graphs have gained tremendous popularity because of their capability of representing real-world
problems in connected ways. The applications are structured data. The data are utilized as an
unstructured form of data, such as testing, and pictures are modeled as graphs for analysis in social
networks, molecular structures, web-link data, etc. GNNs have several applications across various
activities and areas. Although tasks are addressed directly by each GNN category, including node
classification, graph classification, graph generation, network embedding, and spatial-temporal
graph forecasting. We outline several applications based on the following fields of research.

7.1 Network
7.1.1 Social Networks. DeepInf by Qiu et al. [141] incorporates user-specific features and network
structures in graph convergence and attention processes that can anticipate the social impact. SEAL
by Zhang et al. [203] is a link prediction framework. SEAL extracts a local enclosing subgraph for
each target link and learns generic graph-structured characteristics using a GNN. MCNE (Multiple
Conditional Network Embedding) is an embedding method by Wang et al. [174]. The method
introduced the binary mask, followed by an attentive network, combining with a GNN based on
the message passing. Liu et al. [103] observed that one single vector representation does not suffice
to integrate a network, for instance when the client has purchased products of different kinds on
an online shopping website.

7.1.2 Physical Networks. Neuroscience research has become a major research field involving
structural and functional connectivity [46] and centralized actions that characterize the important
area of a region in the network [129]. Functional connectivity centrality has been used to show
differences in age and sex [209], bipolar disorder [37], retinitus pigmentosa [101], diabetic optic
neuropathy [186], and genotype [179].

7.1.3 Natural Language Processing. Text categorization in natural language processing is one of
the popular applications of GNNs. GNNs infer the document labels [78] from the interrelationships
of documents or words. Natural language data can also have an internal graph structure like a
syntactic dependency tree despite having a sequential sequence. A syntactic dependency tree
defines the syntactic relationships between words in a sentence. The Syntactic GCN is proposed
by Marcheggiani et al. [109], which operates on top of a CNN/RNN sentence encoder. The GCN
Syntactic gathers hidden words from the syntactical dependence tree of a sentence. The Syntactic
GCN is used by Bastings et al. [10] to do neural machine translation.

7.1.4 Traffic. In an intelligent transport system, predicting traffic speed accurately, road volume,
or density in traffic networks is essential. Many works such as Zhang et al. [200], Li et al. [98], and
Yu et al. [194] uses spatial-temporal GNNs (STGNNs) for making models for addressing various
traffic network problems. In such works, the authors take the traffic network as a spatial-temporal
graph, the sensors installed on the roads as the nodes, and the distance between the pairs of sensors
as the edges. Each node is a dynamic input feature with average traffic speed during a frame.

7.1.5 E-Commerce. Discovering item relationships has recently gotten a lot of attention [178].
The items’ relationships are mostly lie in the content information of the items (such as description
and reviews of the items) [112]. Mcaulet et al. [112] proposed Sceptre that uses the latent dirichlet
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allocation (LDA) for learning the content features of items and fits a logistic function over the
Scepter. It is further extended by using Variational Auto-encoder (VAE) [62] to generate noisy word
clusters by avoiding overfitting. Another area of research is utilizing the picture of the items to
infer the visual level relationships between items. To reveal linkages at the visual level, Mcauley et
al. [113] and He et al. [61] used the picture of the items for style matching.

7.2 Visualisation
7.2.1 Image Classification. The early document image classification algorithms used optical char-
acter recognition (OCR) to draw content information. Many advanced techniques such as picture
characteristics, text features, and document layout information for document image classifica-
tion are emerged successfully in recent decades, including. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(DCNN) is one of the successful models to provide new tools for document picture categorization
[75], as it can extract salient and hierarchical visual feature representations. DCNN can partially
mirror the hierarchical structure of document layout. Several DCNN training techniques are sug-
gested and fully examined for document image classification [75]. Variants of VGG-16 [32] have
been upgraded in Tobacco data sets that are accessible to the public [90].

7.2.2 Text. GNNs have gained dramatic attention recently, and becoming more popular in text
categorization [190]. Except for a recent paper, [99] that utilizes meta-learning and GNNs for cross-
lingual sentiment classification but only employs GNN as a tool for meta-learning, most previous
work focuses on monolingual text classification. The biggest challenge is to bridge the semantic
and syntactic gap between languages. The majority of available techniques look for semantic
similarities between languages and learn a language-agnostic representation for documents written
in many languages [26]. This includes SOTA multilingual pre-trained language models [38], which
use large-scale multilingual corpora to pre-train transformer-based neural networks.

7.3 Miscellaneous
7.3.1 Chemistry. Researchers also use GNNs in chemistry to characterize compounds or molecules
where atoms are represented as nodes in a compounds or molecules graph, and chemical bonds
between them are represented as edges. The primary tasks working by researchers in the compounds
or molecules graphs are the Node classification, graph generation, and graph classification. Various
works are done such as molecular fingerprints learning [42], to infer protein interfaces [48],
predicting molecular properties [52], and synthesizing chemical compounds [97].

7.3.2 Predict Side-Effect Due To Drug Interaction. Recent works suggest that it is challenging to
identify side effects caused by drug-drug interactions manually as the interactions are infrequent
[8]. Moreover, practically testing all the possible drug combinations is impossible, and side effects
in small clinical trials are not detected normally. Feng et al. [44], for example, utilize a two-layer
GCN to learn node embeddings and then a DNN to predict drug-drug interaction.

7.3.3 Computer Vision. GNN applications for computer vision include generating scene graphs,
point clouds classification, and action identification. Recognizing semantic connections between
things makes it easier for the visual scene to grasp its meaning. Models used to produce scene
graphs such as [96], etc., aims to analyze a picture in a graphing graph consisting of objects and
their semantic relations. In another application, realistic images are generated by using scene chart
[74].

7.3.4 Recommender Systems. GNNs are successfully used in recommender systems problems.
Graph-based recommender systems treat things and users as nodes. The graph-based recommending
systems can make high-quality suggestions by exploiting the relationships between users and users,
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items and items, users and items, and the content information. The key to a system recommender
is to determine if an item is important to the user. It can therefore be framed as an issue with
the prediction of relations. The Works [13, 191] employs Convolytional GNNs as the encoders to
prevent missing linkages between users and objects. Monti et al. [118] integrate RNNs with graph
convolutions to understand the mechanism behind which the known ratings are generated.

8 OPEN PROBLEMS
Although GNNs have had a lot of success in several domains, it is unable to provide acceptable
answers for graph structures in several situations. There are several open problems that need to be
investigated further.

8.1 Complex Graph Structures
In real-world applications, graph topologies are both flexible and complicated. Many studies are
offered to deal with complex graph structures such as heterogeneous graphs or dynamic graphs.
With the fast expansion of social networks on the Internet, new issues, difficulties, and application
scenarios will undoubtedly emerge, demanding more powerful models. While graphs are a typical
technique of modeling complicated systems, an abstraction is sometimes too basic to use as dynamic,
time-changing systems in the real world. Sometimes it is the temporal behavior of a system that
provides critical insights. Despite recent advances, developing GNN models capable of coping with
continuous-time graphs represented as a stream of the node or edge-wise events remains an open
subject of study.

8.2 Model Depth
Deep neural architectures are the key to DL’s success. However, by using many graph convolution-
ary layers, the performance of the ConvGNN can decline drastically. When graph convolutions
drive neighboring nodes closer to each other, all nodes’ representations converge, in principle, with
an unlimited number of graph convolutionary layers. All this raises the question if a DL approach
is still a suitable technique for learning graph data.

8.3 Scalability
Scalability is a significant limitation for industrial applications that often need to deal with huge
graphs. The Twitter social network has millions of nodes with billions of edges and low latency
restrictions. Many models presented in the literature are utterly inappropriate for large-scale
contexts, and the academic research community has virtually completely disregarded this feature
until lately. Furthermore, graphics hardware (GPU) is not always the most significant choice for
graph-structured data. In the long term, it requires graph-specific hardware.

8.4 Higher-Order Structures
In complex networks, higher-order structures such as motifs, graphlets, and simplicial complexes
are considered to be important, such as in characterizing protein-protein interactions in biological
applications. GNNs, on the other hand, are mostly confined to nodes and edges. Including such
components in the message, transmission mechanism might give graph-based models additional
expressive capability.

8.5 Robustness and Guaranteed Performance
Another important and mostly new research topic is the robustness of GNNs when data are noisy
or exposed to opponent assaults. GNNs are equally subject to adversarial attacks as a family of
neural network models. In contrast to adversarial attacks on pictures or text that solely focus on
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characteristics, graph attacks take structural information into account. Several works have been
proposed to attack existing graph models, and more robust models are proposed to defend.

9 CONCLUSION
In this article, we surveyed the classification GNNs, the state-of-the-art GNNs techniques, their
applications, challenges, and possible solutions. We classify the GNNs based on their architecture
and tasks. Then a comprehensive survey is presented for each of the learning settings: unsupervised,
semi-supervised, and self-supervised learning. Furthermore, each learning setting is divided into
blocks depending on the employed learning methods. We also present a general guideline for
designing GNN architectures, along with popular datasets and useful applications of GNNs. In
addition, we present quantitative and comparative analysis on the state-of-the-art GNNs techniques.
Finally, we have presented open challenges and future directions for GNNs.
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